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Introduction
The Layer Manager feature has been included in the BullCharts software since version 3.8. The Layer
Manager can be extremely useful to temporarily de-clutter a price chart to help you make sense of
your potentially complicated charts.
If all your price charts are simple, with just a couple of indicators, and very few text annotations and
only a couple of trend and support lines, then you might have no use for the Layer Manager at all.
However, if you have some price charts that have a number of indicators on the price pane, and a few
Fibonacci Retracements or text boxes, and lines and other annotations (perhaps like in Figure 1
below), then you might find the Layer Manager very useful (shown in the right-hand side of Figure 1).
This article in Brainy's series on BullCharts (number BC-40-100) explains the ins and outs of the Layer
Manager and how to use it effectively.

Figure 1: Layer Manager - What is it? How to use it?

Where to find it?
The Layer Manager is one of six features within the
BullCharts Control Panel / Securities Manager.
For more information about the Control Panel and its
options and features, refer to Brainy's Article on BullCharts
number BC-04-000, “Control Panel and Securities Manager”.

Figure 2: Control Panel —
Layer Manager tab.

With the Control Panel displayed on screen, the Layer Manager is accessible from one of the six tabs
across the bottom, as shown in the partial screen shot in Figure 2 above. The quickest way to display
the Layer Manager is to use the function key F6 (or F8), and click on the Layer Manager tab at the
bottom.
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